Couches - ELECTRIC & HYDRAULIC

- multi-purpose/ minor surgery medical couch
  - OSL3110
- multi-discipline medical plinth-drop end
  - PEN2300
- multi-purpose/ minor surgery medical couch
  - OSL3100
- multi-discipline medical plinth
  - CHA2100
- wide / heavy duty extra comfort bariatric scissor plinth
  - WES2600
- multi-purpose medical treatment couch
  - OSL3130
- wide bariatric medical plinth
  - HAL2410
- extra wide bariatric / bobath medical plinth
  - HAL2400
- paediatric multi-purpose treatment couch
  - FEN2800
- multi-purpose hydraulic lift treatment couch
  - HUX3200
- multi-purpose flat treatment couch
  - OSL3150
- wide multi-purpose flat treatment couch
  - OSL3140
- gynaecology couch / obstetric couch
  - BEV4500
- heavy duty manipulation/ drainage plinth
  - AIN2700
- multi-tilting / trendelenburg plinth
  - LIS2500
- medical stretcher trolley
  - BUR2000
- aesthetic surgery couch - all electric
  - GIL2900
- extra wide aesthetic surgery couch - all electric
  - GIL2910
- aesthetic surgery couch
  - GIL2920
- aesthetic surgery couch - multiway
  - GIL2930
Couches - STATIC FIXED HEIGHT

- Examination couch: DUN5100
- Low height examination couch: DUN5140
- Examination couch: MARS300
- Examination couch with step: MAL5400
- Portable folding examination couch: PAG5200

- Low level portable folding examination couch: PAG5202
- Phlebotomy / examination couch - static: DUN5110
- Multi-purpose exam / gynaec & phlebotomy couch: GUT5S10
- Gynaecology / obstetric couch: GUT5S00
- Wide examination couch - static: DUN5145

- Paediatric examination couch - static: DUN5105
- Changing table / flat table: DUN5190
- Flat mat table / extra wide: DUN5180
- Low level first aid recovery couch: DUN5195
- Wood examination table: MOR6200

Room Sets

- Examination room set: DUN5130
- Examination / first aid room set: DUN5135
- Examination / first aid room set: DUN5160
- Examination / first aid room set: DUN5165
- Low level children’s examination / first aid set: DUN5170

- Low level children’s examination / first aid set: DUN5175
Chairs – ELECTRIC & HYDRAULIC

- multi-purpose clinic chair - compact
  JOS4100

- multi-purpose split leg clinic chair - compact
  JOS4110

- phlebotomy chair - compact
  JOS4150

- general medical treatment / minor surgery chair
  ADD3300

- general split leg treatment / podiatry chair
  ADD3310

- clinic chair
  MIL4300

- phlebotomy chair
  MIL4320

- clinic chair
  MUN4620

- phlebotomy / blood sampling chair
  MUN4610

- clinic chair
  HEN4200

- phlebotomy chair
  HEN4210

- extra-wide bariatric medical treatment chair
  WAL3400

- extra-wide bariatric podiatry chair
  WAL3410

- extra-wide bariatric phlebotomy chair
  DRY3500

- ultrasound / scanning chair
  CHR4420

- aesthetics procedure chair
  CHR4420

- gynaecology / obstetric chair - static
  CHR4410

- gynaecology / obstetric chair
  CHR4400

- paediatric multi-purpose clinic chair - compact
  JOS4160

- paediatric phlebotomy chair - compact
  JOS4170

- ENT / Ophthalmic chair
  BAR4720

- phlebotomy chair
  BAR4700

- phlebotomy chair
  BAR4710
Trolleys

- General medical trolley
  - MES7100
- General medical trolley with drawer unit
  - MES7110
- General medical trolley with 3 drawer stack
  - MES7190
- General medical trolley with 5 drawer stack
  - MES7180
- General medical trolley with basket
  - MES7120
- General medical low level trolley
  - MES7150
- General medical low level trolley with drawer
  - MES7160
- General medical low level trolley with 3 drawer stack
  - MES7170
- General medical low level trolley with drawer / basket
  - DUN5120
- Surgical stainless steel small oblong trolley - 2 tier
  - MES7200
- Surgical stainless steel small oblong trolley - 3 tier
  - MES7210
- Surgical stainless steel oblong trolley - 2 tier
  - MES7230
- Surgical stainless steel oblong trolley - 3 tier
  - MES7240

Seating

- Operator stool - black base
  - HAN9200
- Operator stool with foot rest - black base
  - HAN9210
- Operator stool
  - HAN9250
- Operator stool with foot rest
  - HAN9230
- Operator chair
  - HAN9240
- Operator chair with foot rest
  - HAN9240
- Operator tub stool
  - HAN9700
- Operator tub stool with foot rest
  - HAN9710
- Operator tub chair
  - HAN9720
- Operator tub chair with foot rest
  - HAN9730
shaped operator tub stool
HAN9800

shaped operator tub stool with foot rest
HAN9810

shaped operator tub chair
HAN9830

shaped operator tub chair with foot rest
HAN9840

medical practitioner chair with foot rest
HAN9100

medical practitioner chair with foot rest & armrests
HAN9110

practitioner saddle stool
HAN9420

practitioner saddle stool with foot rest ring
HAN9400

practitioners tilt saddle stool
HAN9430

practitioners tilt saddle stool with foot rest
HAN9410

practitioners tilt saddle chair
HAN9450

practitioners tilt saddle chair with back & foot rest
HAN9470

surgeons tilt saddle stool with pneumatic control
HAN9490

surgeons tilt saddle with arm & pneumatic control
HAN9495

surgeons tilt saddle chair with pneumatic control
HAN9485

surgeons tilt saddle chair with arm & pneumatic control
HAN9475

surgeons saddle stool with pneumatic foot control
HAN9500

surgeons saddle stool with arm & pneumatic foot control
HAN9580

surgeons saddle chair with pneumatic foot control
HAN9570

surgeons saddle chair with arm & pneumatic foot control
HAN9590

tri shaped ergonomic operator stool
HAN9310

tri shaped ergonomic operator stool with foot rest
HAN9315

tri shaped ergonomic operator chair
HAN9320

tri shaped ergonomic operator chair with foot rest
HAN9325

contoured ergonomic practitioner stool
HAN9600

contoured ergonomic practitioner stool with foot rest
HAN9610

contoured ergonomic practitioner chair
HAN9650

contoured ergonomic practitioner chair with foot rest
HAN9655

surgeons/sonographer contour chair with arms
HAN9680

surgeons/sonographer contour chair with arms & foot rest
HAN9685
surgeons contour stool with pneumatic foot control
HAN9640

surgeons contour stool with arm & pneumatic foot control
HAN9645

surgeons contour chair with pneumatic foot control
HAN9670

surgeons/ sonographer contour chair with arms & pneumatic foot control
HAN9690

sit/ stand/ perch moulded lab stool
HAN9300

---

**Screens**

3-fold screens with vinyl partitions - white or chrome frame
AVE8601

4-fold screens with vinyl partitions - white or chrome frame
AVE8600

5-fold screens with vinyl partitions - white or chrome frame
AVE8602

3-fold screens with polyester curtains - white or chrome frame
AVE8621

4-fold screens with polyester curtains - white or chrome frame
AVE8620

5-fold screens with polyester curtains - white or chrome frame
AVE8622

3-fold screens with circle pattern curtains - white or chrome frame
AVE8652

4-fold screens with circle pattern curtains - white or chrome frame
AVE8650

5-fold chrome screens with circle pattern curtains - white or chrome frame
AVE8653

3-fold screens with seascape pattern curtains
AVE8662

4-fold screens with seascape pattern curtains
AVE8660

5-fold screens with seascape pattern curtains
AVE8663
## Ancillary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item Description</th>
<th>Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Non-slip couch steps - double</td>
<td>AVE8100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-slip couch step - single</td>
<td>AVE8110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drip stands</td>
<td>AVE8200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phlebotomy arm rest/ portable arm stand</td>
<td>AVE8400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leg rest/ portable foot stool support</td>
<td>AVE8500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bariatric leg rest/ portable foot stool support</td>
<td>AVE8510</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Information

PRICES

All prices quoted in pounds sterling and are subject to VAT at the prevailing rate.

DELIVERY

FREE STANDARD COURIER DELIVERY ON ALL ORDERS OVER £75 THROUGHOUT MAINLAND UK.

Orders under £75 add £6.95+vat.

For larger items identified with • free delivery is fully crated via specialist pallet courier. Meditelle Personal Installation Service available/ recommended on larger items, chargeable by postcode area from £75 - £145 see www.meditelle.co.uk for prices or call 0121 332 1850. For overseas and offshore delivery - please contact us.

ORDERING

• Call 0121 332 1850 (Monday - Friday 9.30-4.30) • Fax purchase orders to 0121 332 1851 • Post purchase orders to Meditelle Medical Equipment Ltd, Manufacturing Centre, Moor Lane, Witton, BIRMINGHAM. B6 7HH UK • Order Online at www.meditelle.co.uk

PAYMENT

We offer the following ordering / payment methods:

Purchase Requisition on Account - We accept Purchase Orders on credit terms from the following: NHS - Clinics, Hospitals, Dental, GP Surgeries & Nursing Homes; UK Government - Laboratories, Universities, Emergency Services; PLC Companies. Official purchase orders can be emailed to enquiry@meditelle.co.uk

Secure Order with Card Payment - Instant ordering of your medical equipment with payment by credit card either by telephone to 0121 332 1850 or online at www.meditelle.co.uk

Pro-forma Order - Pro-forma invoices can be raised for non-account holders to raise payment against. This method of invoicing is to allow payment to be made in advance against your order requirement prior to manufacture. Payment for a pro-forma invoice can be made by bacs, credit card or cheque.

BESPOKE/ MODIFIED PRODUCTS

Meditelle products are manufactured to order in our British factory. If you cannot find the exact size or specification you require we can re-design and modify our products to meet your own particular requirements.